AN INSCRIBED RELIEF IN THE LOUVRE
(PLATE

86)

HIS previouslyunpublishedfragmentarymarblerelief carriesLouvreinventorynumber MA 833.1The relief was found in Athens, althoughthe exact findspotis unknown;
it was acquiredby the Louvre in 1890. The relief portraystwo nude male figures. The one
on the viewer'sleft has a chlamysand carrieswhat appearsto be a palm branchin the crook
of his left arm. Although his facial featuresare now missing, his head is tilted slightly to his
left. His right arm, also missing, was apparently raised; his left knee is slightly bent and
forwardof his right leg. To his left sits a low jug, and left of that is a herm, badly mutilated
and somewhattaller than the jug. A secondfigure standsto the left of the herm (i.e., on the
viewer's right) and rests his right hand upon it; in his left hand he holds a long staff.
There is an uninscribed,raised band which is partly preservedat the top right. The
right edge and the back of the stone are worked with rough picking;the top surface is also
original. The bottomand the left edge are not preserved.

T

Dimensions of the stone:H. 0.240 m.; W. 0.295 m.; Th. 0.100 m. L. H. 0.012(0)-0.015 (1) m.
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The lettering of the text varies in size and is placed in relation to the figures of the relief.
The two figures appear to be labeled with their names, and in the case of the figure on the
viewer's right, a title as well.
1I wish to express my sincere thanks to Alain Pasquier, Conservateuren Chef du Departement des
antiquites grecques et romaines, Musee du Louvre, for permission to publish this stone and to Marianne
Hamiaux for bringing it to my attention. I also wish to thank Stephen V. Tracy for reading and commenting
on an early version of this article. Finally, thanks are due to the anonymous readers of this paper for their
helpful comments.
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Line 1:In attemptingto identifythe name (presumablythat of the figuredirectlybeneaththe heading) in
line one endingin -mos as a son of Dionysios of Acharnai,I find the following possibilitiesin Kirchner:Archedemos,Kallinomos,Sosidemos,Timodemos,and Diotimos. All these names appearas sons of various Dionysii
from Acharnai,albeit in the 4th centuryB.C. For the date proposedhere for the stone, there is no mentionof a
son of Dionysios from Acharnaiwith a name ending in -mos. The possibilitiesfor the name are many. Those
which I have listed aboveare not intendedto be exhaustive;I have listed them becausethey all have the patronymic Dionysiou and the demoticAcharneus,but this does not rule out other possibilitiessuch as Aristodemos.
Line 2: Approximatelyone-thirdof the right side of the first omicronis preserved.The stone has lunate
sigmas everywhereexcept in the heading, where the four-barsigma is used.
Line 4: The epsilon here is lunate as are all epsilons on the stone.
Line 6: The bottom horizontal and the lower diagonal of the sigma in paidotribesremain, as well as
traces of the upper diagonal.
Line 8: The spacing in this line and the next is interruptedby the staff held by the figure on the right.
Line 9: The left edge of all three strokesof the xi in Apolexidosis preserved.
Line 12:The stonecutterhas positionedthe omicronand upsilon to line up verticallywith AOC of 'A7roXt]abog in line 10. He retainedthis arrangementin lines 13 and 14 with 7raL8E[v]TaL.
Line 13:The alpha has a brokencrossbar,which, on this stone, appearsonly here. All other alphas have
the crossbarslanting upward from left to right. The curved stroke of the epsilon is all that remains of that
letter.
Line 14:The bottomhalf of the alpha is missing where the surfaceof the stone has been chipped.
Line 15: As in line 14, the surface of the stone is chipped; about one wide letter is missing. I restore
lambdaas the fourth letter of the paideutes'name;what remains is the right diagonaland the upper tip of the
left diagonal. The name may have been Kallisthenesor Kallitheos;either would fit the available space and
would account for the fact that the theta in line 16 is indented, which indicates that it did not begin a new
name. See the similar indentationsin lines 12 and 14. The two names proposedhere for this paideutesappear
to be the only ones which would fit the available space.
Line 17:The left diagonal of the mu and the upper tip of the subsequentdownstrokeare barely visible.
The surface is chipped. Possible restorations for the name of this paideutes include Demathes, Demeas,
Demophon, and Demon, any of which would fit the space.
Line 18: Eraton is a possible restorationfor the name of this paideutes.
Line 19:The upper left-handcornerof what appearsto be a pi remains;of the possiblerho, only a part of
the curvedstrokeis still visible.

This relief poses a number of problemsin both the inscriptionand the sculpture.The
letter forms suit a date between ca. 100 B.C. and ca. A.D. 300, but see particularlythe forms
of alpha, delta, epsilon, mu, and sigma, which fit best aroundthe middle of the first century
after Christ. Beyond this, however, the letter forms providelittle clue as to a more specific
date. For the lunate sigma and the delta and alpha with the upward-extendingright diagonals, see Kirchner'sfacsimile of the letters of IG 112, 1972, dated to ca. A.D. 45/6. For an
amateurishexample of similar lettering, see Imagines, no. 127 (IG 112, 1990), an ephebic
list datedby Kirchnerto A.D. 61/2.
Prosopographydoes not help much either. Skamandrosis unattestedas a son of Apolexis
of Oiou at any period.2There is a Skamandrosmentionedin IG 112, 1973 a3 and 1982, both
Kapetanopoulos,Stephen V. Tracy, John S. Traill, and A. G. Woodhead kindly checked
their prosopographicalfiles, and all reportedthat Skamandrosson of Apolexis from Oiou was unknown to
them. I am grateful to all for their kind assistance.
I Notopoulos (1949, p. 53) dates IG I2, 1973 a to A.D. 50/1-52/3. The inscriptionwas separatedinto two
parts by Follet (1976, no. 3, p. 170 and note 2).
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of which are datedto the middleof the 1st centuryafter Christ,but these have neitherpatronymic nor demotic,and thereforeno attemptshould be made to connectthem with this Skamandros.I mentionthem here only becauseof the rarity of the name and the coincidenceof
date, if the date which I proposefor the Louvrerelief is correct.4There are four men called
Apolexis from Oiou (PA 1359-1362). Kapetanopouloshas discussedthis family and presented a stemma.5The present Skamandrosmay be a son of Apolexis (IV), whose archonship Kapetanopoulosputs aroundA.D. 10. If so, he could have been middle-agedaroundthe
middle of the 1st century after Christ. This would be a suitable age for a paidotribesand
would fit the proposeddate of the Louvreinscription.It should be noted furtherin this connectionthat after the appearanceof Apolexis (IV), nothing more is heard of this family.6If
the proposeddate for this relief is correct,then we seem to have one final name to add to the
family tree.
The iconography of the sculpture is somewhat curious.7 The figure with the palm
branch stands in a pose typical of reliefs on which ephebes are depictedcrowninga kosmetes.AFurthermore,7ratborp/3r)s, and perhaps the word in line 1 as well, appears to be a
label, as it is situateddirectlyabovethe figure, and the lettersin both lines 1 and 6 have been
cut largerand slightly deeperthan the lettersbelow. Perhaps,then, there would have been a
total of five figures on the relief: from viewer's left to right, there would be a figure on the
extreme left to balance the paidotribeson our fragment,then an ephebe extending his left
hand to crown a central figure, the centralfigure (the kosmetes),and finally the two figures
which remain on this fragment,the one on the viewer's left, who seems to be an ephebe, and
the one on the viewer's right, labeled iratborpi/3)s. Since the only other known reliefs to
parallel this one are those that honor kosmetai, it seems safe to assume that the central
figure here would have been the kosmetes.Speculationbeyondthis as to the identity of the
figure on the extreme left would, of necessity,be idle. The significanceof the jug remains
obscure,but, as it has only one handle, it is most likely that it is a jug or possibly a hydria.
The herm is apparentlyintendedto set the scene in the gymnasium.This setting would be
appropriateon a relief honoringthe officialsof the Ephebeia. If the figure leaning his hand
on the herm were an ephebe, one might be willing to suggest a possible connectionwith the
ephebicoath, but the figure is clearly labeled iratborptq3r)s. As furtherproof of his identity,
he carrieswhat appearsto be a trainer'sstaff, and the thicknessof his torso and limbs would
I

Two other inscriptionswhich mention a Skamandrosmay be noted here since their dates fall within the
range proposedfor the letters on the Louvre relief: Agora I 2454 (SEG XII, 213), a grave stone dated to the
2nd or 1st centuryB.C. by Meritt (1952, no. 35, p. 378, pl. 97); and IG 112,2289 (SEG XII 119.8),joined to IG
JJ2, 2089 with several other stones by Mitsos (1949, pp. 352-355) and dated to A.D. 162-165.
5 For further information on the family of Apolexis of Oiou, see Kapetanopoulos 1974 and the bibliographycontainedtherein. For the date of Apolexis' archonship,see p. 346. The inscriptionin which Apolexis
of Oiou IV appears is IG 112, 1965.
6 Kapetanopoulos1974, p. 346.
7For what follows I have benefitedgreatly from discussionwith ProfessorsLaura Gadbery, Nancy Serwint, and Brian Sparkes,as well as with Mr. Paul Wilson; I am grateful for their assistance.
8 See, for example, Lattanzi 1968, pls. 35-38, esp. pl. 38. Although it is difficultto see in the photographof
the Louvrerelief, the cuts indicatingthe frondsof the palm branchare still visible, as is the taperingat the top
of the branch.
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suggest that he is a middle-agedman.9 It is puzzling, however, that the paidotribesis depictednude. I can find no comparandafor this figure.10The fragmentis badly damagedand
difficultof interpretation.
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9I owe this observationabout the thicknessof the figure'storso and limbs to ProfessorSparkes.I note also
that there is a crackin the marble which runs parallel to the staff held by the paidotribes,and this crackmay
misleadthe viewer into seeing the staff as an oar such as those held by ephebeson reliefs honoringthe ephebes
themselves.See, for example, IG 112, 2087, illustrated in Crosby and Schaeffer 1928, p. 260. The same inscription is also illustrated in Tzachou-Alexandri 1989, p. 195, fig. 87. Whereas the reliefs honoring the
ephebes depict them standing or sitting in ships and so appropriatelyholding oars, the scene on the Louvre
relief is set in the gymnasiumwhere oars would clearlybe out of place. Thus the figure on the Louvrerelief on
the viewer's right is certainlyholding a staff.
10ProfessorSparkes noted that he knew of nothing in vase painting either which would be helpful in this
direction.
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